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Before we get into the interview had call from
Sandie believe and when she called my initial
reaction was no do not want to do this and the reason
for not wanting to do it was that really felt that

was not survivor of the Holocaust and as she started
to say yes you are. started thinking about am
really and definitely am and it took alot of thinking

dont know where to begin here.

was about years old was born in 1937. The war came
to Hungary reasonably late. believe in 1943. Antisemitism
existed am sure from the time that was born and prior
to that.

remember going to school it must have been first grade
because dont remember going through fingerpainting and
things like that that kids usually end up doing in
kindergarten but learning how to write letters and for

some reason before the end of you know the reason now
but didnot know the reason then. was taken out of
school before school ended which must have been somewhere
at the beginning of 1944. At this point we still lived in
our home.

My mothers family was rather wealthy and my father became
wealthy through marrying my mother. We had this beautiful
house on the side of Buda and in the hills and remember
having to stay home. But everything was still relatively
normal except that occasionally my father would disappear
for days on end and the explanation was and may be that
came afterwards too is that he was taken to work camp
but he would return.

Then things started getting to the point where people
would come to our house to check out our pantrybecause
at that time alot of food was put up during the summer
for the winter time and meat was stored and things like
this and much of the food was taken away and that is
the first time that think remember someone invading
our home other than maybe hiring extra help for the
day to do extra washing or what have you.
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My next recollection is going from this home to Juden
house and having to wear star being in an apartment
house sharing an apartment with many families.
remember what the apartment house looked inside but
dont recall where the kitchen was. dontt recall ever
eating meal in this place but know that we were
there for sometime.

remember the shelter down below there were alot of

raids air raids at this point and we would have to

sometimes or times at night everybody would be

going down to the shelter. do recall that we could
not leave at our leisure. We were only allowed to leave
certain hours during the day. think it was like from

to 11 in the morning.

At this point we were still my mother and dad was an
only child. We were all together at some point here my
father was taken away. And they came by they mean the
Hungarian Nazis came to look for my dad who was rather
tall person and rather heavy and we had as mentioned
early this one bedroom that we stayed in. And they were
looking for him and my mother was never do remember
her being afraid or not having words to to say and she
said if you can the gun was pointed at her and if you
can find him in this room under the bed go ahead to

something to that extent.

While remember being terribly frightened. had never seen
anybody with gun before. Somehow my dad returned to this
Juden house and at that point we say all of many of our
neighboring Juden houses being collected up and taken.

Nobody at that time of course knew or if they knew
didnt know and they decided to leave at that point and
go to what was considered Budapest at that point having

ghetto and we decided that that was when we would go too.

There was hospital there and somehow my father had some
connections that we managed to get into this hospital which
was suppose to be safe hoping that the people from there
would not be taken. Which of course was as things went on
and time here being so young the element of time. really
dont know but know that my mother had nurse she was
not in good health at this time and she was non-jew who
was very very committed to us.

One night she arrived and she said you have to get out of
here and by getting out of there there was cab waiting for
us. We got in this cab under some covers. My mother in her
usual good nature sat up. My father and were very
frightened and we were covering up sort of under hiding.
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Trying to hide under the seats. And we were taken to

vacant house that seemed like an hour from Budapest but
it was still in the outskirts think. Budapest had like
13 different sections and think this was like one of the
last areas that was still considered within the city.

We arrived in this vacant house and discovered another
family also Jews of course there the house had wood
burning stove in the kitchen and that was about it.

The Nazi headquarters were within yelling distance for the
river. The neighbors were told that ladies whose husbands
were have no idea were living in this house and was
the only child out of there were of us and was the only
child and this nurse that was so devoted would come and
bring food occassionally as often as she could and it was
always at night time.

And the bombings were getting closer and closer and
closer and slept in this vacant room with
our clothes on and we had few blankets that she smuggled
in and one night all of the windows just shattered and at
that point my father said were going down to the basement
which we did. The basement was you had to go out somehow
and into this basement. It had sort of rooms water
facet with little sink kind of attachment. It must have
been used for washing clothes as many of the homes in

Hungary had this kind of set-up and one of the rooms had
sand for for the flooring we used and there was bathtub.

used the bathtub to sleep in and my parents slept on the
floor and so did the other couple. There was still some
running water. We used the room with the sand as our
bathroom becuase we could not go out. And at this point
we were not only was the bombing very close but we were
getting hungry. There was really no food there was snow
on the ground and my dad would sneak out at night.

There were steps up to the area where the snow was and
he would bring something in for water and at one point
the water stopped. We did not have any water mean
water in the basement and conditions were getting so that
everybody was starving to death and one night the bombing
was like in the backyard and my dad said dont care who
it is cant take it anymore and he proceeded to walk
up the stairs to the backyard and as he opened this gate
door from the basement Russian soldier was there and he
just sort of fell into his arms and the first thing the

Russian did was reach into his pocket and took my dads
pocket watch.
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But at that point we knew that we had survived with the

exception that the Russian foot soldier as grateful as we
were at that moment they are not the greatest. They were
not the greatest of all people either. They moved us out
of our existing basement room into the room that we used as
our bathroom and they took over that room because the
shooting was still all around but they fed us and their
food at that point was pretty much bread and soup.

They killed chickens where ever they could find it and
hunger was still there and at some point as we thought
one of the Russians wanted to kill my dad for having
missing motor bike he thought that my dad had taken
his motor bike and we were afraid to stay. So we took of
to go back to what we considered our home. Not realizing
that half of Budapest was still under siege and we took
off in the snow and walked back to the .luden house you
must have at that point everyone was starving. mean there
was no food in Budapest there was no water the plumbing
didnt exist much of many of the buildings were demolished

remember walking back from this hiding place and walking
through the Budapest ghettos and seeing Jews lying in door
ways that were either massacred or died of starvation.
dont know it was my first experience of ever seeing anyone
dead.

We stayed and starved like everybody else occassionally we
had horse meat from dead horses. dont know where they
came from. And green peas which to this day will not eat
but some how in the cold and in the one room and what have
you we were lucky enough that we all made it and in 1945
towards the end or beginning of 46 they started to put up
the Germans were out of Hungary think towards that time
they started putting up none of the bridges existed at that
point. And they started to put up platoon bridges across the
Danube and we went back to our our home at which having
had large garden we had plenty of food. we were unique in
that because lot people not only the Jews mean all the
people in the city there was just no food.

In 1948 communism started taking over almost immediately in

Hungary. In 1948 my family decided this was not what they
wanted for their child and in November we escaped. Leaving
everything literally everything behind and we arrived in
Vienna after traveling what we thought was going to be only
the of us with 17 other people in an American jeep and the

smuggler was survivor from Poland maybe 25 years old and
this is how he was making living at that time and he
smuggled us into just looked at the picture out there
and now it slipped my mind its where everybody arrived
at that time. The Warsak house and shock set in we were
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no money no clothes and having at that point in our
lives coming from table cloths and some food on the table
it was some what of shock to arrive and the food was
given to you in cigarette cartons.

We stayed in Vienna somehow we we got somebody from Hungary
and dont have any details on that. We stayed in fourth
rate hotel or less in Vienna for weeks at which point it
became dangerous for any person having left illegally and
we wanted to go to western zone. Vienna at that point was
divided into zones. And we were once again smuggled to
the west zone in railroad car in the package section
where they made areas so when the Russians came through
they couldnt see you and we arrived in Sazburg and
not having any the Austrians didnt want you anymore
than any of the other countries at that moment other
than Israel we stayed in camp in displaced persons
camp. that you have picutre out there which really
brought back some memories of Hilan just outside of

Salzburg.

And we lived under those conditions for years not knowing
and still we were the lucky ones there so many people there
who lost all of their family maybe they were the only
survivor of this Holocaust we stayed there for years
not knowing what to do.

In 1948 May Israel became state and for some reason
that was not an option my mother was willing to deal with.
She didnot want to become pioneer. My dad was willing
but she was not. And the laws changed in the United
States during Truman and cant remember as to what
the law was but it changed and it included us to be
able to come to the United States and that being what
Jews are we were sponsored by very small Jewish
community Pelubum and we came. We spent those
years then we spent about weeks in Austria waiting
for the American navy boats were being supplied
guess by the Americans to bring the people over when
we arrived in Louisiana New Orleans and were greeted
by the whole Jewish community at that time and fed

very well and taken very good care of and the Jewish
National fund at that point gave everyone believe
$30 so we came up to Petaluma on this very wrickety
old train trains in Europe are wonderful it was
mode of transportaion and in America think even
back in the fifties this was in 1950 December. It

was very poor poor train to say the least wooden
benches for 22 1/2 days and then arrived by bus
to Petaluma.
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WHAT NOW WE HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT THIS
TO YOUR CHILDREN WANT TO GO BACK TO YOUR
CHILDHOOD AND FIRST OF ALL WANT YOU TO TELL
ME YOUR MOTHER AND FATHERS NAME

Okay my mothers name maiden name was Margaret
Gardos G-A-R--D-O-S and the last name was Keilner
by marriage.

AND WHAT TYPE OF WEALTH IS THIS THAT YOUR MOTHER
HAD

My grandfather was the president of bank as well
as publiShing company and it just seemed to have.
He was good money manager.

WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THE PUBLISHING COMPANY

dont remember.

IS IT STILL IN EXISTENCE

That dont know but Im sure that many books
exist. have not been back to Hungary have
never had desire now that the Eastern Block
is breaking up think we will take trip.

AND DO YOU REMEMBER THE NAME OF THE BANK

No.

OKAY WHAT DID YOUR FATHER DO TO SUPPORT HIMSELF

My father was actually gentlemen farmer he had
like thousand acres at the Telic and lived in
the city and had workers and occassionally would
go and look over his land.

WHAT WAS YOU JEWISH FAMILY LIFE LIKE DID YOUR
PARENTS BELING TO ANY SYNAGOGUE OR PRACTICEETC.

We were very very assimilated my mother did not
practice any of the religious holidays that
recall in Hungary.
My grandfather and grandmother on my fathers side
were orthodox. My grandmother and grandfather were
reformed on my mothers side. But when we came to
this country she suddenly celebrated all holidays.

Not lighting the candles on Friday nights but all

holidays became important and we became affiliated
with temple. My father found it very difficult
to go or to observe holidays. He felt guess that
in his mind there was no God and why are we doing
this but my mother continued until the day she
died.
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My parents not knowing the language not having any
profession began to try to put their lives together.
My father was working or chicken killing plant as

clean up person which was far cry from being
rich man and my mother began to raise chickens which
was what Petaluma did at the time and we had rented
piece of property and lived there and thanks to the Jewish
Hebrew free loan and other Jewish organizations they were
able to borrow enough money to buy place of their own
and they both becamechicken chicken farmers.
We could then stop here if you-

YOU WANT TO TAKE LITTLE BREAK

Yeah dont know where to go from here.

OKAY AM WELL TAKE BREAK BECAUSE JUST WANTED
YOU-

The thing that didnt interject when explained
to you that didnt you know didnt feel like
coming originally that while we were waiting for

you to come walked around the center and
suddenly discovered feelings that thought
never had. became extremely angry became
terribly teary eyed and still right now feel

that way and was so surprised because remember

my mother how she felt about the Germans all of

her remaining days and the hate and always try
to not to be hateful all of my life. To try to
be maybe little bit more understanding for not
not or the Holocaust but to be understanding for

people living today.

And suddenly just felt this you know sudden surge
of hate and was really surprised about my my feeling
that must be sitting at the bottom of my stomach.
The other thing that think we have children that

we have not really have discussed any of this
background. Which have until recently when my when
one of our children returned from Israel he became
very curious as to became came to the United
States and we went back to that.
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WHAT IN SCHOOL DO YOU REMEMBER BEING JEW HAD ANY
EFFECT WERE YOUR CLASSMATES OR DID YOU EXPERIENCE
ANY ANTISEMITISM BEFORE

think in security more than remember try to my
parents trying to hide me with this person that

mentioned to you was nurse. remember they had to
cover my red hair with becuase only Jews supposedly
had red hair in Hungary. dont know why but cover
my hair so there was feeling but didnt have
classmates come up to me but have had that happen
in the United States after we arrived being called

Jew but dont remember that as child.

TELL ME MORE ABOUT THIS WONDERFUL NURSE.

Ah.

WHAT WAS HER NAME

dont remember her name but she seemed to

always be there when she was needed. My
mother as said was ill and that is mystery
to me also she seemed to have lived for all

of those probably or years and then suddenly
she disappeared like it never was and or awhile
she was in what was called sanitarium just for
this condition. But have no idea and have
asked an aunt who is still alive and she didnt
know either but somehow we didnt talk about
and you know its to late to talk about it cause
shes no longer around.

TELL ME MORE ABOUT THE PEOPLE WHO CAME TO YOUR
HOUSE TO LOOK AT PANTRY WHAT WAS THAT ABOUT

We had food in the house and they would
butcher animals and there would be fat from
you know geese or what have you and always
in interesting containers and they came and
they came and they felt there was to much
and they came and they actually took it.
So they decided how much food you were allowed
at that point guess.

WHO WERE THESE PEOPLE THAT CAME

They were Hugarians whoever

WERE THEY THE IRON CROSS

dont know.

YOU HAVE NO IDEA
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have no idea at this point we still had
servant in the house who was cook and maid
and she to was very very supportive of us and would
do absolutely anything mean if she could have
hidden us she she would have and she always knew
that we were Jews and there was never anything but
love that we felt from her and she came back after
the war and she was with us for the few years that

we stayed.

WHEN YOUR FATHER DISAPPEARED DID YOU TRY ASKING
YOUR MOTHER WHERE YOUR FATHER WAS OR ANY EXPLANATIONS

never had that kind of relationship with her
it was all remember was feeling this terrible

feeling of insecurity of being scared and not

understanding why he was gone and that he would

reappear again but not really being able to ask
her why and Im sure that if had sense enough to
ask she would not have answered.

HOW ABOUT AFTER THE WHOLE ORDEAL DID YOU FIND OUT
WHERE YOUR FATHER HAD GONE WHEN YOU WERE CHILD

He told us at remember him saying that he
was taken to what was considered work camp and
they were diging ditches.

ANYBODY EVER COME TO THE HOUSE TO ROUND UP YOUR
FATHER

At one point yes they did and this is when
we were in the Juden house and he disappeared
for actually along time and that was at the

time they came looking for him with the
Hungarians with the rifle. guess all of the
Jewish men were rounded up at that point.

understood from him that he somehow fell out
of line and crawled on his stomach to like at
night to nearby farm house and some how he
escaped and came back and thats when he
arrived at this Juden house and took us to the
ghetto to the hospital with the nurse.

TELL ME MORE ABOUT THIS JUDEN HOUSE. WHO SET THEM
UP AND WHO WAS RUNNING THEM

dontt know who set them upthey were all around
us and we were told to go and live here. My father
happen to have known someone in this particular
apartment house and that is how we came to live
there but as said my understanding of what
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was happening is probably very little becuase
of the fact that never felt anything was
happening to me out of the ordinary. dont
know why that wouldnt occur to year old
but just thought that was the way life was
you know.

WERE YOU AWARE TAKE IT TEAT THE JUDEN
HOUSE WAS LIKE IN 1944

It had to be about then because was yes.

WERE YOU AWARE THAT THERE WAS ROUND UP OF
JEWS BEING SENT TO UNKNOWN PLACES OR DID
YOU LOSE ANY LITTLE FRIENDS OR FAMILY THAT
WERE BEING TAKEN AWAY

Nonenone not everour no no and grew up
very differently in that sense that
really didnt have any little friends
we lived as mentioned to you in
rather exclusive area had nanny.
Now my nanny disappeared.

WAS SHE JEWISH

She was Jewish and she never returned which didnt
think about until just now. didnot have little
friends coming in in the afternoon like my children
grow up with with the whole neighborhood in
the backyard or in the house or what have you.

That never ever occurred so it would have been
difficult or me to know that that happened.

do know that my mother and dad had some very
good friends where the son was about or years
older than who was taken to Aushwitz but not from
Budapest from one of the smaller towns and the
daughter escaped to Israel and became scientist
and she survived and the father survived but the
rest of the family didnot.

DID YOU HEAR ADULTS TALK ABOUT SWEDISH COUNSELOR
RAOUL WALLENBURG TRYING--

remember the papers and remember my dad
coming and telling my mother remember
this so clearly telling her that they could
get swedish papers and maybe escape and as

irreligious as she was she said was born
jew and going to die jew and do not
want any papers and she would not go for the
papers.
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She was very very stubborn she was her character
would always come through and she wouldnt and

also remember her pointing out that even the

people who got papers werent being saved so
that remember clearly.

ON YOUR WHEN YOU WENT

There was much protecting being done having
been an only child there was alot of you
dont speak in front of the child you know
everything was discussed in private. So think
much of that in an ordinary family situation where
the discussion might go on in front at the dining
room table or at dinner time or what have you.

dont remember ever having dinner with my
family until we came to the United States.

was fed by myself by the nanny at different
hours then my parents were you know. The
child is to be what is the expression not
heard and not seen kind of thing you know
and they often went away and there would be

gift on the night stand when they returned
but it wasnt. It was not close family kind
of thats why dont think ever really
discussed it with my mother. It was just

something we the of us just didnt do.

WHEN YOU TRANSFERRED FROM THE JUNE RATE TO THE
HOSPITAL WHAT TYPE OF HOSPITAL WAS THIS WAS
THIS IN THE GHETTO OR-

It was in the ghetto the men and women were
divided. It was probably story building
there were not that many people in there.

dont recall. It was more like dormitory
than very large dormitory rather than what

you and would think of as hospital.

dont remember medicine. dont remember
nurses. dont remember doctors. think
it was really set up as as front there
were lots and lots of white and the beds
were made up like hospital beds.

remember having lice. remember having to

have my hair cut of f. But dont remember
it functioning as hospital and dont
remember anybody sick so.

SO IT COULD HAVE BEEN FRONT TO YOU.

am sure that it was way of hiding or

hoping to save them by saying they were
sick and dont know of if somebody might
have been the look out who said crawl in bed.

It never happened we were not there that long.
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WHAT WAS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JUDEN HOUSE
AND THE GHETTO

was the only part of the ghetto that
was in was the hospital and think at this

point. would think that most of the Juden
House people were forced to go into the

ghetto. So they could keep better over see
them better and have them in one area so as

said was not really part of it but
would think that you were not as we all know
you were not able to do anything around the
Juden house. You did have that or hours

day that you could go out.

WAS THE GHETTO IN BUDAPEST ALSO

Yes we never left Budapest through the whole
war we were always there.

DID THE NURSE STAY WITH YOU IN THE SO CALLED
HOSPITAL

No no she became more like an outside source
and as said she was truly friend but for

some reason after we moved back for those
few years we moved back to our own home.
dont remember seeing hex. do not remember

seeing her after that so.

WHEN THE NURSE CAME TO TELL YOU THAT YOU
HAD TO GET OUT OF THIS PLACE.

Yes.

AND YOU WENT TO THIS VACANT HOUSE DID YOU
KNOW WHAT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN WHY YOU HAD
TO LEAVE DID YOU KNOW DID YOU FIND OUT
LATER OR WHETHER THERE WAS GOING TO BE
ROUND UP OR WHAT NOT

personally didnt but am sure that my
parents were expecting that at that time and

know that my mother was always very worried
about my dad and it seemed like the men were
of course first first taken and everytime that
he disappeared for those number of days that it

just you know left her devastated but you know
much of this is in retropsect. guess but if

we go back to thinking as was then as child
really didnt know.
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GUESS THIS HOUSE THAT YOU STAYED AT GUESS
THAT WAS THE NEXT PLACE THAT YOU MOVED TO.

Yes from the hospital to this vacant house.

YOU DONtT KNOW WHO IT WAS OWNED BY OR ANYTHING

All of that was done by this nurse and never knew
remember one incident in this house where

man came to the door and all of us went into
hiding there was little once again they were
pantry rooms and they really were used as

very God cant think of any words very complete
kind of pantry where you could live off the foods
that you put up during the summer most of the winter
and we would hide in there as the women who were
supposedly living in this house entertaining this
man and he actually came to ask if we needed
wood because everything was so scarce and they
never suspected they were jews and he went away.
While we were all frightened in this do remember
being scared alot but not necessarily knowing all
of the reasons. childs but feeling that things
are not right and it wasnt became aware that

being jew at that time was terrible thing
because have to wear the Juden star and
remember not going to school. But never really
thinking it through you know some of this think

put so far back in my mind its nothig that
have really talked about we are talking about it

now some of it is coming back in bits and pieces.

WERE THERE ANYOTHER CLOSE CALLS BECAUSE YOU STAYED AT
THIS HOUSE SO NEXT TO GESTAPO. DO YOU REMEMBER
ANY CLOSE CALLS WITH THE GESTAPO

Just the bombing we could see we could see them
walking around and any kind of soldier figure
was should it be Hungarians or Gestapo and
said even the Russian soldiers as they liberated
us for the moment we were so grateful but it
turned around to being really afraid of them as
well not in the same they didnt have being jew
didnt matter to the Russians anyone was the same
they were pretty much the same to them except in
areas where they knew that they were Nazis where
they would hang them on lamp posts and things like
that but the Hungarians were doing that also you
know when they became liberated killing of people
who were the oppressors and

DO YOU REMEMBER SEEING NAZIS BEING HUNG AS CHILD
OR ANY BAD GUYS

No no.
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WHEN YOU MOVED FROM THE HOUSE TO THE BASEMENT
WAS THE NURSE STILL COMING TO BRING YOU FOOD

No no and dont think that at that point
anyone was going anywhere because the bombing
became so severe that when we moved there we
definitely had no choice you know the house
never got bombed but the window for all blown
out but many of the houses got bombed in the
area so it was not at that point as said
hunger set in. remember being hungry.

HOW DID YOU SO HOW DID YOU RATION ANY OF THE
SUPPLIES THAT YOU HAD LEFT OR--

dont remember eating until the Russians
came in. do remember melting snow. You

woudbring it in in pot or something and it

would melt on its own dont remember any
heat and as said at that point there was no
water inside this basement and do remember
being very very cold cause Hungary had very
severe winters like eastern United States.

And do remember that but dont remember
food until the Russians came and then
remember this pumpernickle like bread that
didnt really have time to rise and was very

love it today but didnt like it them and
soup but dont recall. do recall when we
left this basement do recall that you would
give anything for food and occassionally
dont know where the money came from at that
point but there was some purchasing of horse
meat and green peas dried peas that were
cooked inside on pot belly stove. dont
know where the wood came from cause it took
long time. It took us several years to move
back to where we started from and it wasnt
that easy to have food so
DID YOU GO BACK AFTER THE RUSSIAN CAME YOU
STARTED GOING BACK TO BUDAPEST DID YOU TRY TO
GO BACK DID YOUR PARENTS TRY TO GO BACK TO
THE HOUSE
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They couldnt because the bridges being down
and as soon as the first bridge actually they
tried to walk across the frozen Danube but it

was not safe so they turned around and once
there was the first bridge that went across
we did return and our cook returned at that
time who went back she actually came looking
for us who lived in small town.

always remember that but just forgot
the name again and she came and she planted

garden she was rca. farm person she
planted garden and we had chickens and eggs
suddenly and we were lucky we were eating
where many people at that point had
absolutely nothing there was just no food to

buy.

SO NOBODY HAD TAKEN OVER YOUR HOUSE OR
TAKEN OVER YOUR PROPERTY

The Russians used it as hospital there were
blood stains absolutely everywhere.My parents
stored much of their furniture down it the

basement of that house actually they had
garage and much of it wasstored almost
everything stayed there and the only thing
the house was not destroyed the only thing
they had to do was refinish the floors.
It was all bloodstained we had caretakers on
the premises who were antisematic they were
Nazis and they left when we came back and
remember my mother taking going over to where
they moved to and going through all of their
belongings because she felt they had stole
like rugs and the personal the furniture was
there but all of the personal belongings they
had left crc gone and she found oriental
rugs and remember that she very proudly
came back dontt know what happened as far

as the conversation but she did pursue that
and of course you know much of that looting
was very common everybody the Hungarians
looted the Germans the Russians.

DID YOU GO BACK TO SCHOOL AT THIS POINT
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Yes yes went back to the same private
school that was attending before started
in third grade. have had about maybe or
months worth of education and remember
being made lot of fun of becuase couldnt
read. couldnt write and was just sort of

out of it everybody else had pretty much
years of education and had had maybe or
months in the first grade and my parents got
tutors to try and catch up with math and what
have you.

WERE YOU THE ONLY JEW IN THIS SCHOOL

No but had girlfriend that was Jewish
and Im trying to think there must have been
it we an all girls school and it only went up
to about the sixth grade. There must have
been or of us who were Jewish because we
were all excused they taught religion in
school and we were all excused and we all
went to the same hebrew school every Tuesday
or Thursday afternoon. So there were not
great number but there were some.

THAT WAS IN THE THIRD GRADE THAT YOU
RECOGNIZED THAT BUT BACK IN FIRST GRADE YOU
DIDNT NOTICE IF THERE WERE OTHER JEWS IN THE
SCHOOL

know my cousin attended the same school and
the rest as said dont know

WHEN YOU GOT--

Go ahead.

WHEN YOU GOT BACK TO THIRD GRADE DID YOU
NOTICE IF ANY OF THE JEWISH KIDS THAT WERE
THERE BEFORE WERE MISSING

No no you just dont-

SO DO YOU REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT WHEN THE
COMMUNIST STARTED TAKING OVER HUNGARY DID
THIS EFFECT DID IT HAVE AN IMPACT ON YOU
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Well once again think sort of was nieve
and terribly protected because at this point

we had plenty of food we were back in our
home and the home was once again furnished
where all the books came from and all that
dont know but everything was back what
considered normal.

attended school had very good friend. We
were back to having birthday parties my
parents entertained alot and they were back
to having friends over every weekend.
think at this point if can think of who
their friends were most of their friends were
Jewish. Prior to this think they considered
themselves very assimilated and they
definitely had non-jews as friends but
dont recall after the war that being true.

But remember time period where there
was incredible inflation and there was
concern about money becuase right after the

war they were buying things with gold instead
of instead of money but dont do
remember our maid having to join the

communist party and they were disturbed by
that but whatever planning they did to leave
Hungary because of the communist was sort
of happy kid at that point. had friends
and had food and it was warm and my
grandmother would come and stay with us or

days week and adored her and life was
quite normal for me bicycle to ride and all
the things that kids did so

DID YOUR FAMILY TRY LOOKING FOR ANY FAMILY
DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR PARENTS TRYING TO LOOK
FOR THEIR RELATIVES AT ALL

Our relatives survived. Our relatives
survived. My mother had sister and
brother. Their families survived immediate
you know the children and my father had
sisters and both of the sisters survived
husbands and children as well and at this
point have an aunt whose still alive in

Brazil.
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cousin who is university professor at
Minnesota. An aunt who lives in New York and

cousin whos an artist in Washington D.C.

so thats why when started to tell you that
never felt becuase we were just so very

very lucky and the whole family came out of

this in tact.

HOW DID THIS RELATIVES SURVIVE

Well my grandmother was in some kind of

camp like situation and remember seeing
when Hungary was liberated remember going
to look for her and finding her with all
kinds of other women and we just fell into
each others arms and we saw say her outside
and we took her with us at that point.
dont know how the rest of them.

know my mothers sister changed her religion
and started washing the church steps and Itm
sure that she is convinced that Jesus Christ
saved her you know but the rest of the
family all remained Jews and where ever they
were

WAS THIS WAS YOUR MATERNAL GRANDMOTHER OR
PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER AND WHAT WAS HER NAME

My maternal grandmother and her name was Irma
IRMA and she was more like my mother or
felt she was more like my mother.

WHAT ABOUT THIS AUNT WHO CONVERTED DID SHE
CONVERT TO CATHOLICISM

Yes yes and she never

BEFORE THE WAR SHE CONVERTED

think probably very close to probably
around 1937 you know when things were
already not so good in other parts of Europe
as well as Hungary was always antisematic so
there was nothing new about that but she
changed and she became as all converts become

very devout Catholic.
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Her husband never changed his religion and
dont know what my cousin grew up as you know
because we sort of lost touch.

DURING THE TIME THAT YOU WERE AT JUDEN HOUSE
AND THE HOSPITAL AND IN HIDING WAS THERE ANY
CONTACT WITH OUTSIDE FAMILY AND INFORMATION

Never no.

DID YOU SENSE YOUR PARENTS WORRYING ABOUT
FAMILY

No but again you know this is sort of coming
from kid that was overprotected and would
not be aware if they were after the war
remember alot listening to BPC you know that
you could pick up on the what is that radio
station called American Voice or Freedom and
alot of listening to that was taking place
and for all know that might have been the
case before the war as well and Im sure that
it was you know where they would get their
information from some other source than the
newspaper but at this point Im sorry that
didnt push my mother for more information
because the things that we happening to me
were definitely happening to them but much
worse. We just never ever discussed it.

SO GOING BACK TO WHEN THE COMMUNIST TOOK OVER
DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR PARENTS DECISION TO
LEAVE OR WHAT MADE YOUR PARENTS WANT TO
LEAVE

What made them decide to leave is think
that the experience this kind of oppression
before they were alive during the First World
War and think they could see the
handwriting on the wall as to what was
happening in Hungary.
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The decision to leave dont know how much

planning was put into that cause do
remember one night my mother was packing
suitcase which she would not have done
ordinarily she would have had the maid do
the packing and she was packing the suitcase.

remember my grandmother being there and my
grandmother crying and just sense in your
stomach as child that something is not

right.
And remember my mother and dad and this was
in front of me calling up this cook was with
us for like 13 years before was born and
calling her up and saying to her that we will
have to move into smaller apartment. That
we cant continue to live in the house and
they wanted to give her the bedroom set and
remember the following morning cab coming
to the house my mother rolled up all of the

oriental rugs and taking them in the cab with
the pretense that they were going to be
cleaned.
And was told later that they were given to

my aunt who was staying there. remember
being taken to school which was most unusual
we had car and we had chauffer and he

took me to school which my father never
allowed he did not feel that that was right
and he took me to school.
And remember somebody having mentioned the

word Australia around the house and this
girlfriend and all day we looking at the

map and sort of pointing to Australia you
know and hiding and was picked up from
school at that point by my dad and we left

Budapest.
We were to meet this man who was smuggling us
out.He had some friend very close to the
border and we were going to their house the
name of the town was Dure.
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remember that and we went to my mother was
coming on the train they didnt want
everybody on together and we we arrived with
the suitcases in our car and this friend put
them up. He was suppose to come and pick us

up that night the smuggler and he didnt
come for weeks and so we were hiding at
this friends house and when he finally made
contact that yes tonight was the night then
we went in our car with the so called
suitcases which were left on the highway
because car was coming the other direction
and of course he had 17 people that he was
smuggling across the border to Austria so
there was no room for suitcases and what have
you but thats basicly how remember
leaving so dont know how much planning
they they did do know that afterwards there
was stories that they contacted they had

money in stocks and the stocks to be sold and
the money to be sent to Switzerland which
know never materialized because we had no
money but whatever happened to the men who
were suppose to be in charge of that dont
know.

GOING BACK DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED TO

YOUR MOTHER WITH HER ILLNESS ALL THROUGH THE
HIDING AND SEE COULDNT HAVE THE NURSE
ANYMORE

She seemed to have continued living and
even remember her having glasses that had
sort of fuzzy glass on one side and she never
wore glasses until you know later years she

she suddenly just like overnight out of no
where began to walk and now that were
talking about this will give my aunt call

and see if she knows.
think asked her once before because was

really curious she was born in 1909 so you
know she was relatively young woman to have
had stroke or something like that and
dont know if it was hysteria or what but she
was definitely unable to bend her leg and see
out of this one eye.
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SO WHEN YOU MADE IT TO VIENNA TO THE D.P.
cAMP.

We arrived at the Rothschild House.

THE ROTHSCHILD HOUSE YEAH DID YOU GO TO
SCHOOL WHILE YOU WERE AT THE D.P. CAMP

No there were no schools set up in the

displaced persons camp. The Austrians of

course would not have anything to do with us
and we had temple in the barricks there were

different temples.
We had the initially when we arrived the food
was being cooked by someone it was in main
kitchen kind of set up and almost within
week they changed the system and they gave
you coupons and you could buy food and so
there were one of the barricks was set up
like bunch of little little stores.
There were alot of black market kind of

living and have to admit that my dad was
definitely part of that too he use to bring
in for the Orthodox Jews to butcher cows and
he would smuggle it in at night because you
werent suppose to use they were army
vehicles American army vehicles in this camp
and he was one of the very few people who
knew how to drive having had the priviledge
of having had car so it gave him alot of

priviledges.
At one point he became the chauffer for some
American you know person in the army and
therefore we had extra blankets we had extra
food. The Jews did alot of trying to train or
it was there trying to train people for jobs
when they arrived in the United States.
To be seamstresses and electricians. My
father went to school to be an electrician
and for all of that you got coupons so you
could you know use those instead of money to

buy clothing.
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Alot of second hand clothing arrived that
people would go through. There were alot of

things that that actually arrived there. We
were by care packages came to Vienna very
little in the care packages remained
interestingly they were meant for you know
Im sure that they were here to they were
meant for the hungry and the people with out
money and by the time you got it it had the

powder eggs and powder milk and very few of

the essentials for staying alive but that
existed.

DID YOUR FAMILIES FEELINGS ABOUT BEING JEWISH
CHANGE FROM AFTER THE WAR AND THE D.P. CAMP
OR BACK IN HUNGARY AT ALL. DID THEY BECOME
MORE AWAY OR HOW

think my father to the day he died was

angry. think my mother was always very
proud to be Jew she would tell anyone and

everyone and as said religion whatever

religion she had came to her after the war.
And she became just very very good Jew at

that point.

WHAT ABOUT YOU AS KID DID THIS EVER ENTER
YOUR MIND ABOUT YOU

About becoming good

YOU KNOW HAVING GROWN UP SCARED DURING THIS
PERIOD AND THEN

consider myself dont know if you see
have no feeling about ceremonies mean it

is not important that light candles at

Hanukkah and you know have Passover and all
of these but dont know if its very
meaningful experience for me as it might be

for someone else.

think alot of it do because Marty comes
from religious background it is very
meaningful to him our children have been Bar
Mitzvahed. It is it was most important our
children are very positive Jews both of our
boys have spent time in Israel and want to go
back you know and they are very political
about it.
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dont know feel like Jew but just

you know wish could put that in stronger
never ever want it to happen again what has

happened am not ashamed of being Jew.

tell people that support Israel think it

is very important for us to have Israel and
think that is sort of where am you know
have friends that are not Jewish and have

many friends who are but consider myself
pretty assimilated.

AT THIS D.P. CAMP DID THEY HAVE AN ORGANIZED
ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS AROUND JEWISH STUFF

No as matter of fact it was pretty
disorganized and there seemed to have been
sort of high school stuff. Orthodox Jews were
one they lived in one area then the reformed
and then the Hugarians hated the Pals and the

usual usual kind of thing that went on very
little cooperation in trying to educate the

child and come together and lets go rolling
with school here and teach our kids
something not really.

HOW ABOUT BACK AT THE JUDEN HOUSE WAS THERE
ANY COOPERATIVE

None none.

DID YOU HANG OUT WITH ANY LITTLE KIDS THERE

No no.

YOU JUST HUNG OUT WITH THE ADULTS

hung out with my mother mostly at this
point cant even recall face know there
were other people around. cant remember

person that remember seeing here it.
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SO THEN YOU GOT TO THE STATES AND TO PETALUMA
WAS IT SHOCK FOR YOUR PARENTS TO.

think it was incredible shock to both of

them because they were not use to manual
work ever. And would say that they adjusted
indredibly incredibly well there was one
thing my mother having been rich kid she

always had this attitude that mean you know
it never left her till the day she died. If

she had to do with the chickens you know in

her mind she was always this rich lady and so

she was doing the chickens she never she
never changed and that was the way it was

you know and my father was pretty clever
about putting things together.
They knew they could buy things at auction
he was able to fix the car so you know we
started out and there might have been
resentment from people he worked with because
he just arrived and had nothing and then
suddenly you know he has home and the home
was furnished and they had an attitude that

was different. There was very different
attitude.

IT WAS PROBABLY SHOCK FOR YOUR MOTHER
BECUASE SHE DIDNT WANT TO GO TO ISRAEL.

Well she moved me into her maid and it took
me long time after her death to recover
from being angry with her but am no longer
angry with her. She never learned to cook
she never learned to clean and she expected
me after we had our children to still come
and clean her house.
When she needed to cook she learned to make
steaks whatelse very limited very limited
amount of food that she learned to cook but

you she you know she never got into but she
never had the attitude that she was anything
but rich person.
She was great grandmother and she would
cook for her grandchildren but mostly she
would take them to someplace to eat.
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DID YOUR FAMILY WHEN THEY CAME TO THE UNITED
STATES PRACTICE START GETTING MORE INTO
JUDAISM

My mother did and she insisted on Joining
temple and initially started going to

Sunday school and then went for about maybe
year and that was that was about it but

there was definitely organized the Federal

community at that time had alot of Jewish
families and they were very very organized
and everything was available.

WHAT DO YOU THINK TODAY ABOUT THE GERMAN
UNIFICATION WHATS HAPPENING IN EASTERN
EUROPE

In general think it is the most incredible
thing that has happened in my lifetime at

this point not talking about were talking and
am delighted to see that freedom center are

coming and hopefully it will be united

Europe.

YOU MENTIONED EARLIER THAT YOU REALLY HAVENT
SPOKEN MUCH TO YOUR CHILDREN ABOUT THIS. IS

THERE ANYTHING ELSE THAT MAYBE MISSED OR
SOMETHING THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SAY ABOUT TO

YOUR KIDS

No cant think of think what it had

might have brought about is that will talk
to them you know more willingly certainly my
daughter whose the youngest of the
children..

DO YOU THINK IT COULD HAPPEN AGAIN

do believe that it could happen again yes.

IN THE UNITED STATES

Yes do believe that it can happen again
and as Im listening to the news and as see
things happening with the Klu Klux Klan and
the skin heads.
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And just the rising of antisemitism on
college campuses where think we would be at

the most hope at education in my opinion and
were finding it among the so called educated
yes it could happen again.

you SAID SOMETHING VERY INTERESTING THAT IN

YOUR HUNGARIAN SCHOOL YOU NEVER REALLY
EXPERIENCED ANITSEMITISM BUT WHEN YOU CAME TO

THE UNITED STATES YOU DID. COULD YOU TELL ME
ABOUT THOSE INSTANCES

It happened once was attending eighth
grade at this Petaluma junior high school and
we were going to go to the cafeteria and this

very fat boy to this day remember his last
fiJ4I name his last name was Poisy he said you

dirty Jew and never do remember this you
know if it was experienced in Hungary it was
not experienced by me. It was happening in

Hungary.
But it was but definitely remember that
here and didnt speak English very well at

the time but spoke English well enough to

know what he was saying and by that time
was aware of my Jewishness you know and

things that went around the world.

HAS THERE BEEN ANY OTHER INSTANCES THAT YOU
RECALL IN YOUR LIFE TIME HERE

No.

WELL THINK THAT UNLESS THERES ANYTHING YOU
WANT TO ADD. OH JUST HAVE ONE MORE CAME TO

MIND YOUR MOTHER DIDNT WANT TO GO TO
PALESTINE DID YOU HAVE ANY FEELING ABOUT THAT
WHEN THIS WAS BEING DISCUSESED IN YOUR
HOUSEHOLD OR.

No and since my mother didnt want to go of

course you know didnt want to go and my
father think was just ready to settle

anywhere.
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And since she did not wish to be pioneer
would say that as supportive as am of

Israel not all not everything that is

happening at the moment but in general
think it was good choice for them not to be
there. And Im grateful and much of their
leaving and everything else am sure was
done because of this child that they had not
so much for themselves.
And can appreciate that alot more today
than could of appreciated any other time in

my lifetime because didnt really think
about that either. That they uprooted
everything in hoping to give their daughter
the best that they could. Which they did.

WELL THINK THAT ROUNDS IT UP UNLESS YOU
HAVE ANYTHING ELSE. MAYBE ONE LAST QUESTION.
WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU LEARNED FROM ALL THIS

In general people in general dont have
simple answer to that it seems to me that
mans cruelty to man seems to continue and
wish that could say that yes you learned
lesson for this never to happen again but Im
watching world news if it is not happening to
the Jews it is happening to someone else and
we should have learned lesson and cant
say that we have mean just.

SO TODAY IS JUNE 14 1990 WE JUST INTERVIEWED
KATE TUNICK AND THE INTERVIEWER IS EMILY
SILVERMAN HERE AT THE HOLOCAUST CENTER ORAL
HISTORY PROJECT IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IN SAN
FRANCISCOCALIFORNIA AND WE WANT TO THANK HER
VERY MUCH.


